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I have been reading "2150 AD" by Thea Alexander this week while I was traveling around the Amazon. It is about Macro
consciousness in 2150 AD (aka unity consciousness) and how we can reach this level of awareness now in 2011. One of
the Macro powers is that thoughts become things, including our financial reality. I have experienced this myself when
doing holographic healing on my money beliefs and seeing results in my 3D world. So this week's Wednesday gathering
with Sand boxer Joel Hamaker on consciousness and cash flow is interesting to me.

 

Here in Bolivia I have been traveling in the Amazon near Rurrenabaque for the
past week. I went on a tour of the Pampas (aka tropical water meadows) and
river seeing many crocodiles (even petting one friendly one) and capybaras (a
water rat as big as a dog). Also birds and monkeys. And I trekked in the jungle.
The energy here is very primal Mother Earth - I felt my root chakra being
healed just being here. Back in town the internet cafe was packed yesterday
with Israeli travelers calling home before Rosh Hashanah - much Israeli travel
for 6-12 months around South America after their army conscription has ended
- so much so that there are restaurants with signs in Hebrew here and the
internet cafe had Hebrew keyboard software. I have to say that using Skype
with Hebrew menus was a challenge for me!

 

Another thing I liked about Rurrenabaque was the small airport - no security check, no full body x-ray scanners, can keep
your shoes on all the time and even carry liter bottles of water on board that you have bought in town. Partly it was
because the plane was a 19 seater turbo prop. But actually even at large airports here in South America there is not the
security hassle that I experience in USA or UK. I like that! And to be honest I feel just as safe flying here.

 

Next week I am off to Paraguay again, then to Brazil to visit the Iguazu Waterfalls and Sao Paulo. If you know someone in
Brazil or have suggestions for activities there please let me know!


